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I'm a slave to it, can't behave to it, Last night as things appear to me, it's so queer to see, Old timers soon as I fell asleep, Rag Time ghosts into my room did creep, whom you have sung about I see them as they sneak in and out,

How they haunted me, how they taunted me, While I lay in slumber deep; How each melody seems to mean to me, "Let us live," is all they shout.

CHORUS
I saw those Pullman porters on parade.

Have you a copy of the great international Waltz Success The Old Wedding Gown
Something entirely new and beautiful! A real novelty!
heard the music Alexander played,

heard somebody say, It's Melinda's wedding day; Then

Gabby tried the Gabby glide, till each one cried I'm

satisfied! We all got on the good ship Robert

The Greatest March Written in Twenty Years.
Love and Glory
Ask the leader or pianist to play it.
Lee, And harmonized that Mellow Melody, Gee! 'twas then I started into shiver, I had fallen in the Swanee River and awoke to find it all a rag-time dream.

Something "New" but "Different"
"CHAPEL CHIMES" - Reverie.
Introducing that fascinating CHIME EFFECT
Be sure to get a copy - you will thoroughly enjoy it.
Latest Novelties for the Piano.

Two New and Beautiful Reveries Introducing that Fascinating Chime Effect.

**CHAPEL CHIMES**
Reverie  By M. Greenwald.

**CHIMES AT TWILIGHT**
Reverie  By Leslie Taylor

**RED MAN**
Indian Intermezzo  By Henry Longboat

**COLONIAL LOVE**
Syncopated Waltz  By Calvin Grooms
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